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TRADITIONAL OR
IN
A period in art is a span of time during which the ideals and
necessities of people cause them to create certain characteristic
forms which we call period styles. The last section of this book
consists of detailed information about the period styles. If time
permits, it should be studied at this point. However, since many
courses will omit this section, a brief resume of period furniture is
offered here as a substitute. Style refers to major modes of ex-
pression and should not be confused with fashion, which refers
to brief prevailing taste.
Advantages of Period Furnishings* Well-chosen traditional
articles probably will not become passe with changes of fashion.
The owner of good period furniture has the satisfaction of know-
ing that she has something that has been judged beautiful and has
stood the test of time. Reproductions of superior period articles
copied from museum pieces made'by the world's most famous de-
signers are usually available. Period furniture is fashionable; there-
fore stocks are large, and variety in price and style is obtainable in
normal times. Since many dwellings are traditional in architecture,
furniture of the same tradition is certain to be harmonious. Period
kfurniture will be enjoyed and admired by the majority of those
who see it, particularly the elderly.
Disadvantages of. Period Furnishings. They are not harmo-
nious with modern bathrooms and kitchens. They do not.suit
Modern, architecture. They were designed to be handmade, not
machine-made. They require more care than modern women
should, give them. They are not always comfortable. .They were
expressive" of the times when they were made;, they. cannot be ex-
pressive of the twentieth century. They discourage the original
designers of today. They prevent their owners from taking-a part
in the great revolution in style that is in progress.
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